Automated pipelines for structure solutions show great potentials in the field of macromolecular crystallography but present daunting challenges in terms of their effectiveness and efficiency. This talk will describe BALBES[1], a molecular-replacement pipeline developed in York. The pipeline integrates three components. (1) A specifically designed internal database (DB). DB comes from tailoring the ever rich source of Protein Data Bank (PDB), in order to achieve efficient model search in molecular replacement. All entries in the PDB have been analysed according to sequence identities and three dimensional similarity and only non-redundant sets of protein structure were stored. The entries in DB are clustered into hierarchical trees based on sequence alignment. The relevant domains and tertiary information are presented in DB. (2) A manager system that employs collection of protocols and algorithms. (3) Core engine programs such as MOLEnP, REFMAC and SFCHECK. BALBES requires as input only experimental data – sequence and the reflection data, requires no users' intervention. Systematic tests of BALBES were carried out using the newly released structure factor files. Overall success rate of tests is more than 75% and detailed analysis of the tests will be presented. Tests show that combination of automatic molecular replacement with automatic model building procedures (e.g. ARP/wARP) shows potential of complete automation of structure solution. Some of the newly implemented features such as automatic search for ensembles of search models and their use in molecular replacement will also be presented.
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Modern crystallography uses various techniques for phasing proteins (e.g., ab initio, SAD-MAD, SIR-MIR, MR or ab initio modelling), several tools for extending and improving phases [i.e. Electron Density Modification (EDM), Difference Electron Density Modification (DEDM [1]), hybrid direct methods] and automatic procedures to build and refine structural models (AMB). The final aim of the methodologists is to reduce as much as possible the manual efforts in all the steps of the phasing process. This presentation indicates how EDM, DEDM and AMB programs may be combined into a single procedure (DEA) [2] to automatize phase refinement and model building steps: it has been shown that DEA succeeds when different combinations of the single programs fail. In particular, it is shown that the iterated use of particular combinations of available tools may greatly increase the efficiency of the structure solution process. From the point of view of the execution time, DEA shows a supplementary practical advantage. Most of the computing time is spent for the iterated application of the AMB programs: the use of the DEDM-EDM cycles reduces the number of AMB applications, and thus dramatically reduces the total computing time. DEA has been included in the package IL MILIONE [3], which may be integrated by external AMB programs via suitable scripts. As outlook, we foresee that embedding DEDM-EDM cycles within AMB procedures can greatly increase their efficiency.